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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF TRANSONIC AILERON FLUTI'ER 
By Albert L. Erickson and Robert L. Mannes 
SUMMARY 
A partial-span wing was tested to determine the cause of a 
flutter which had occurred in high-speed flight. During the inves-
tigation changes were made to the wing stiffness, the location of 
the center of gravity of the wing, and the mass balance of the 
aileron. The first two changes had no appreciable effect on the 
flutter, but the last change altered its frequency. It was 
concluded that this flutter was a new type requiring only one 
degree of mechanical motion. It was also found tha t restriction 
of the aileron motion, such as was obtained by the use of a damper 
in the control system, would prevent flutter to a Mach number of at 
least 0.830. 
INTRODUCTION 
During flight tests of a jet-powered fighter airplane, a high-
frequency, low-amplitude aileron flutter occurred. During one 
test flight at a higher Mach number, a serious flutter occurred, 
causing a permanent deformation of the aileron. Because of the 
extreme danger involved in investigating such a phenomenon in flight, 
a partial-span wing of the airplane was installed for investigation 
in the Ames l6-foot high-speed wind tunnel. 
The flutter was believed to be closely associated with local 
supersonic flows and, therefore, the ordinary flutter analyses 
were not considered applicable. 
The tests in the wind tunnel were terminated due to failure 
of the aileron. The results obtained are presented in this 
report. 
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SYMBOIS AND DIMENSIONS 
The aerodynamic coefficients given in this report are computed 
on the basis of the dimensions of the partial-span wing actually in 
the wind tunnel. The symbols and dimensions used are as follows: 
S 
-
c 
b 
v 
p 
~ 
a 
M 
C ffio.35 
'ocL 
wing area in tunnel~ 45 s~uare feet 
mean aerodynamic chord of partial span~ 4.833 feet 
aileron roo~ean-s~uare chord, 1.18 feet 
partial span in tunnel, 9.85 feet 
aileron span, 7.5 feet 
angle of attack, degrees (angle of attack of fuselage 
reference line au - 0.400 ) 
aileron deflection, degrees 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
mass dens ity, s lugs per cubic foot 
dynamic pres sure (~V2), pounds per s~uare foot 
2 
speed of s ound, feet per second 
Mach number (Via) 
lift coefficient 
drag coefficient uncorrected for tare of plate at 
tunnel wall 
pitching-moment coefficient about 35 percent mean 
aerodynamic chord 
lift-coefficient increment due to aileron deflection 
drag-coefficient increment due to aileron deflection 
aileron hinge moment, foot-pounds 
aileron hinge-moment coefficient ( Ha ) 
~baca2 
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rate of change of aileron hinge-moment coefficient 
with aileron deflection at 00 aileron angle 
DESCRIPI'ION OF APPARATUS 
3 
A partial~pan wing of a jet-powered airplane was mounted in 
the Ames l~foot high-speed wind tUIUlel as shown in figure 1. The 
gas tanks were removed from the wing and two auxiliary ribs were 
placed between the main beams. The aileron was mass balanced. The 
following information on the aileron balance weights was obtained 
from the manufacturer: 
Weight First moment Second moment 
Item (lb) (lb-in. ) (1b-in. 2 ) 
Balance weights 20.18 -80.07 397 
Aileron 15.00 69.27 764 
Total 35 .18 -10.80 1161 
Some of the weights broke loose during the tests but this was 
not immediately discovered. Finally, for run 32, in which the wing 
tip was restrained in both bending and torsion, all the remaining 
weights were removed. The aerodynamic forces and moments were 
measured on the six-component-scale system. Static aileron hinge 
moments were measured by means of a resistance-tJ~ strain gage. 
The wind-tunnel calibration was based on the tunnel-empty 
calibration corrected fOF constriction effects. (See reference 1.) 
No tunnel-wall corrections were applied as most of the testing was 
done near zero lift. The control system was mounted to keep the 
control-cable length the same as it was on the airplane . Figure 2 
shows the mounting of the control stick, the hydraulic boost unit, 
and the control cables. The frequencies of the wing and aileron 
motions were measured by the use of Sperry displacement pickups and 
slide-wire resistors located as shown in figure 3. The data from 
these units were recorded by oscillographs. 
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TEST PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
The investigation consisted of determining how changes to the 
wing and the aileron affected the flutter. After each change was 
made, the tunnel speed was increased until flutter occurred or the 
maximum speed of the wind tunnel was reached. The general results 
of the investigation are summarized in table I. 
Successive pictures of the wing and aileron during one cycle of 
flutter are shown in figure 4. These pictures are from a motion-
picture record taken at 128 frames per second. The aileron displace-
ment followed a sinusoidal pattern and led the wing torsional 
displacement by about 600 , as shown in figure 5. Later tests showed 
that the wing motion did not contribute to the basic flutter. 
Effect of Wing Changes on Flutter 
In order to determine the mechanical interrelation of the wi~ 
and aileron motion, several changes to the wing were mdde during the 
investigation. 
A decrease in the torsional rigidity of the wing by the removal 
of two special ribs between the main beams (fig. 6) h~d no apparent 
effect on the flutter (table I, run 5 - cf. run 12). 
A boom was attached to the wing tip and extended f orward into 
the air stream as shown in figure 7. This boom changed the natural 
frequency of the wing in bending from 15 to 13 cycles per second and 
in torsion from 51 to 26 cycles per second . It also caused a consid-
erable change in the location of the apparent torsional nodes . (See 
fig. 8.) The locations of the apparent nodes were determined by the 
intersections of straight-line elements connecting the disp~cements 
indicated by the pickups. The torsional node s indicated are approx-
imately the true nodes. The apparent bending nodes, however, are of 
value only for comparative purposes . With the boom attached and the 
aileron fixed, the wing did not flutter. With the aileron free, the 
boom did not alter the aileron flutter (table I, runs 22 and 22A). 
The boom was removed and the wing tip was fastened to a strut 
80 that it was restrained in both bending and torsion . (See fig. 9.) 
Even this extreme change had no appreciable effect on the aileron 
flutter. The wing was not completel y rigid during flutter although 
its motion was limited. (See table I , run 27 .) Runs 5, 12, 22, 
22A, and particularly runs 26 and 27, quite definitely proved that a 
new type flutter had been found - a type which required only one 
degree of mechanical motion. 
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Effect of Aileron Changes on Flutter 
As only aileron motion was involved in this new type flutter, 
the usual method of preventing flutter (elimination o~ mechanical 
coupling) could not be applied. It was, therefore, necessary to 
prevent the flutter by some other means. 
5 
With tight control cables and the control stick locked, no 
flutter occurred; whereas loosening the cables allowed the aileron to 
flutter. (See table I, runs 7 and 1.) Inasmuch as restraint of the 
aileron prevented flutter, damping was placed in the control system. 
This damping prevented flutter to the highest M:lch number attained in 
the wind tunnel (0.830 ). (See table I, runs 19, 20, and 21.) 
Changes made to the aileron moment of inertia and mass balance 
affected the flutter only by a slight change in the frequency. Table I 
(runs 1, 5, 26, 27, 28, 31, and 32) shows the results . In all cases, 
an increase in frequency was associated with a decrease in moment of 
inertia of the aileron regardless of any other changes which were made. 
In an effort to damp the flutter aerodynamically, an antiservo 
tab was installed on the aileron, as shown in figure 10. This tab 
floated freely during slow motion of the aileron, but it worked 
against the a ileron during flutter because of the damping cylinder 
in the linkage. Its effect, however, was not sufficient to prevent 
flutter. (See table I, runs 28 to 31 .) 
Shock-Wave Study 
A shad~wgraph method was used to study the position and motion 
of the shock waves. The test setup is shown schematically in 
. figure 11. By putting the point source of light in three different 
positions so that a method of triangulation could be used with the 
results obtained (fig . 12), it was determined that the shock waves 
were forward of the aileron for the conditions of this test. The 
shock waves were fluctuating, but it was not possible to determine 
the frequency, either directly or from the motion pictures obtained. 
Motion pictures of tufts during flutter indlcated separation 
on the aileron when it was approximately in its neutral position, 
with subsequent recovery when the aileron reached the maximum up-
position. (See fig. 13.) 
Static Aerodynamic Coefficients 
Static-force and hinge-moment data are shown in figures 14 to 
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19. The change in the aerodynamic characteristics between an angle 
o 0 
of attack of -1 and 2 at the higher Mach numbers, had no noticeable 
effect on the frequency and amplitude of the flutter. Figure 20 
reveals considerable increase in the slope [-(~) ] at 05a 5a,00 
Mach numbers above 0.74 as the angle of attack was changed from _10 
to 20 • The change in slope corresponds to about 25 foo~P01IDds per 
degree of aileron angle at the Mach numbers at which flutter occurred. 
Additional Tests 
Figure 21 shows the Mach number at which flutter started at 
three angles of attack, indicating that the flutter was probably 
influenced by the local critical Mach number. (See table I, run 5.) 
Various spoilers fastened on the wing in an attempt to fix the 
shock position gave no conclusive results because the tunnel speed 
was limited by the extremely high drag of the model with the spoilers 
in place. (See table I, runs 17, 23, 24, and 25.) 
Five l-l/4-inch-diameter holes were cut in the lower surface of 
the wing just forward of the aileron. These holes raised the speed at 
which flutter started, with the aileron floating, from 0.795 to 0.830 
Mach number for one trial; but with the number of holes increased to 
11, the flutter occurred at 0.791 Mach number, approximately the 
same as without holes. During this test the aileron failed, as 
shown in figure 22, and the investigation was terminated. It is 
believed that the high M:l.ch number attained without flutter, with 
the five leak holes, was not the result of the holes but of unusu-
ally steady flow conditions. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this investigation indicate that the flutter 
encountered was due to a time lag in the changes in hinge moment 
relative to the ail~ron motion, and was influenced to a considerable 
extent by shock-induced separation. The wing underwent a forced 
vibration which had no apparent effect on the basic flutter. 
As shown by the results, damping or restraint of the aileron 
prevented flutter of the test aileron to at least the highest test 
M:l.ch number (0.830). It was further indicated that there should be 
no flexibility between a damper and an aileron such as cables might 
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provide. The amount of damping re~uired to prevent flutter at any 
Mach number was not Qetermined, but it should be limited to a value 
such that the maximum rate of control movement re~uired for maneu-
vering will not be limited seriously. There will be some aileron 
roughness, however, even if flutter is eliminated. 
Complete restraint could be obtaineQ by the use of an 
irreversible control. This type of control would have the objec-
tionable features of not being self-neutralizing and not providing 
control feel. Both of these characteristics, however, could be 
provided artificially. Cables should not be used between any 
antiflutter unit and the aileron unless some positive method of 
maintaining tension at all times is provided. In the ordinary 
system, the extremely low temperatures encountereQ at high altitude 
tend to loosen the steel control cables in an aluminum wing. 
There is some reason to believe that, if an aerodynamically 
balanced surface were used, this type of flutter might be less 
severe, due to the fact that the actuating forces could act on the 
aerodynamic balance, as well as on the control surface, and the 
balance might also act as an air damper • . 
The general problem of the type of flutter obtained on this 
airplane must be carefully considered in high-speed designs . Cons i&-
eration might be given to the elimination of ailerons entirely and 
to the use of other methods of lateral control, such as the spoiler. 
It is possible that s imilar difficulties may be encountered with 
elevators and rudders. 
Elimination of aileron flutter by restraint or damping of the 
aileron raises the ~uestion as to whether or not coupling between 
the wing motion and the separation caused by shock could cause wing 
flutter. Up to the maximum Mach number reached during this test 
(0.830), there was no flutter with the aileron rigidly restrained, 
although there was some roughness. There was, however, no evidence 
that the wing will not be subject to this type of flutter if a high 
enough Mach number is attained. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation of the flutter of an aileron on a partial-
span wing model indicated the following: 
1. Flutter of the aileron could be prevented to at least 0 . 830 
Mach number by the installation of a damper in the control system or 
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by the use of an irreversible control. 
2. The aileron flutter apparently was caused by a time lag in 
the changes of hinge moment relative to the aileron motion, 
probably being greatly influenced by the separation caused by shock 
waves. 
3. The results of this t8st show that this flutter is of a 
new type which does not depend on inter-related mechanical motions 
and therefore cannot be prevented by the ordin~ methods. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I - RUI'f RECORD OF THE A.ILEROI'f FLurrER TESTS 
Rtm Cbaneee to stAndard configura tlon1 
number 
1 Tvo extra rlbe betveen v ina rzln beams , 
cables 100so 
2 Extra ribs , slight cable tension 
3 Extra ribs, aileron fixed to "'ins at 
both ends and center 
4 Extra ribs, aileron fixed at center 
U Extra ribe J aileron 'PUs~pu11 rod 
locked 
5 E:rtra ribs , control cables di sconnected 
at aileron 
6 Extra ribs 
7 Extra ribs, cable tension of 130 pounds 
8 Extra ribs, aileron risged 1 incb high 
9 None 
10 None 
lOA Rone 
lOB 1Ione 
10C NODe 
II Cable disconnected 
12 Cables disconneoted 
13 Alleron f loe. t1.ng, tufts on ving and 
aileron 
14 Tufte on wing and aileron 
15 Rone 
16 Spoiler s on aileron trailing odae 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
22A 
23 
23A 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
Spoiler on lO'Jer surface at l~percont 
chord vi th 1/2-1nch chord and fAjo 
anglo 
B,yclraullc bOO8t re.movod t r am control 
system far reme.lnder of runs 
Friction da:ap1ne: app11ed to control 
C(l.ble8 
B,ydraullc damper v ith Wo o 30 011 
B,ydraullc dAl:!por vith halt No . 2135 
oil and half kerosene 
Boom 1netaUed at vine tIp extend.1ng 
forvard into airstream, h;rdraulic 
damper ueed 
Boan at v1n8 tip extending forvard into 
airstream. Hydraulic damper retl¥)Ted. 
Spoiler at 4O-pereent chord on upper 
surface v i th 1/2-1nch chord and 60° 
angle. Control cables looae. 
Spoiler at 4o-percent chord on upper 
eurface vi th 1 /2- inch chord and 320 
anale . Control cablee looee. 
Spoiler at 4O-percent chord on upper 
surface .... 1 th l/2- Inch chord. and 320 
angle. Control cables d.1sconnected. . 
Spollers on upper and 10W"er surface a t 
~percent chord. Control cabl es l008e. 
Wine tip restrained in bending and tor-
sIon on all follQllt{ing runs. Add.! tion-
a1 vo1sht of 6 . 4 pounds in trailing 
edge of aileron. Cables l008e. 
Additional. veight remoYed.. Cables l ooee. 
ramping tab on alleron vi th mlu.1mum 
damp1.ng. Cables looee. 
J)unping tab vith 1/2~1mum damping. 
Cables l oose . 
I"e.mping tab v 1 th """""'"" damp1"". 
Cables loose. 
Ilu!Iplng tab on aileron v i th mln.1mum 
damp1na, tab counterbe..lanced. Cables 
loose. 
Five 1-1/4-1nch.-d..1ameter holes 1n .... ins 
oTerba.ng . Cables loose, all be.l.ance 
ve1ghte removed from aller on. 
Elel'en l - l / 4-1nch-d.1ameter holes in 
.... ins oYerllane on lover surface . 
Cables loose. 
Results 
F lutter at M • 0 . 796, a. _ 1° 
Flutter at M • 0 . 819, a. _ 1° 
lIo nutter 
No flutter 
No flutter 
Flutter at M. O.7c.15 , a. - 0°; M - 0 . 792, 
a. _ 1°; M _ 0.789, a. - 1°; M - 0.789, 
a. _ 1°; M _ 0.800, a. __ 1° 
No flutter - shadovgraphs of shock Yaves 
No flutter 
No flutter 
No flutter - data no good, faulty posi-
tion Ind.1cator 
No flutter, s tatic aileron hinge IDOI!I8nts, 
a. _ 0° 
No flutter , data no good, faulty position 
indicator 
No flutter I aIleron eta tic hinee .moments, a. _ _ 10 
No flutter, aileron s tatic hinee moments , 
a. • 20 
No f l utter , aileron eta tic hinge moments, 
a. _ 10 
Aileron rree--tloating angles determinsd 
at speeds belOW' flutter 
Fl utter a t M _ 0 . 785, a. _ 10 
Tufte eheM eepelX8tlon and recovery on 
aileron during flutter 
No flutter 
Wo f l utter _ Tioual observa tion ot shock 
\laves ahovsd. s teady sbock 5 inches 
fo:rvard or hInge line 
Spoiler s too heavy, leM-8peed flutter 
occurred 
Flutter a t M _ 0.773, a. _ 00 
Flutter at M _ 0.797, a." 0° 
Flutter a t M. 0.7s(), a. " 0° ; to M .. 0.825. 
a. _ 0°; or DO flutter, depending on 
friction used 
No flutter 
110 flutter , vlng verI rough 
No flutter 
Flutter at unknovn l-Bch number a. .. 0° 
No data, tunnel speed l1m1ted by high drag 
Tunnel speed 11m1 ted by high drag 
Appeared to be on the Terge of flutter. 
Tunnel speed 111111 ted by bigh d.ra8 . 
Appeared to be on the verge of flutter 
Tunnel speed 11m.1 ted by high d.raa 
Flutter a t M .. 0 .789, a. .. 0° 
Flutter at M • 0.194, a. .. 0° 
Flutter a t }of • 0.803, a. _ 0° 
Fl utter a t M .. 0.794, a. .. 0° 
Flutter a t M .. 0.794 , a. .. 0° 
Flutter at M .. 0 .800, a. .. 0° 
Flutter at M .. 0.830, a. • 0° 
Flutter a t M .. 0.791, a. .. 0°. Part of' 
aileron f a iled, end.1ng InvestIgation. 
1 Standard ccaf'igm.-a tlon consists of .... lng, aHeron, and control system vlth h¥ctr.ul..1c 
boost, and cables tight . 
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(a ) Front view. 
(b) Rear view. 
Figure 1.- The partial-epan wing mounted in the Ames l6-foot high-speed 
wind tunnel. 
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(a) View showing control stick. 
(b) View showing hydraulic boost. 
Figure 2.- Arrangement of aileron control system for tests of a partial-
span wing in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel. 
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No.6 
Slide wires 
Push rod 
Fw'd tip 1 14.5% chord 
Aft tip, 57.6% chord 
Fw'd beam, 20% chord 
Overhang 
Aft beam, 52% chord 
Aileron position indicators 
Hinge-moment strain gage 
No.6 G) _ _ 
Nj 
Sta. 
149.85 
Sta. 
166.75 
'Aileron push rod 
Sta. 
168.25 
Sta. 
216 
Sta. 
221 
Outb'd Slide wire 
(89% chord) 
~ 
Figure 3. - Schematic drawing of the partial-span wing showing loco tion of Sperry 
pickups, hinge-moment strain gage, and aileron-position indica tors. 
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Figure 4.- Flutter of the aileron shown by successive pictures taken 
from a l28-frame-per-second motion picture. 
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Figure 5. - Phase relation of wing and aileron motion durin g flutter 
for the partial-span wing with the aileron free. 
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Figure 6.- One of the two special ribs installed at the partial-span wing. 
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(a) Front view. 
(b) Rear view. 
Figure 7.- Wing-tip boom mounted on the partial-span wing. 
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Figure 8.- Apparent nodes in torsion and in bending of 'lie partial-span wing. 
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Vertical 
Wing-tip restrained I 
in bending and 
tors{gn(L-==~:::::::::====f===_=::-=-=-=-=======~~ 
Strul 
Vi ew looking 
downstream 
Figure 9 .- The partidl-spon wing mounted in the 16-fool 
high speed wind lunnel wilh tip fastened 10 strut . 
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Figure 10.- Schematic drowing of antiservo tab with hydraulic 
domper 
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Figure 11.- Schematic drowing showing the location of the light source, 
screen , and camera used in taking shadowgraphs of shock waves 
on the partial-span wi ng . 
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(a) Lamp position 1. 
(b) Lamp position 2. 
(c) Lamp position 3. 
Figure 12.- Shock-wave pictures obtained by the shadowgraph method 
during tests of a partla1-epan wing. Mach number T 0.800. 
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(a) Position 1. (b ) Position 2. 
(c) Position 3. (d) Pos ition 4. 
(e) Position 5. (f) Position 6. ~ 
A-8700 
Figure 13.- Tuft studies on the partial-span wing shoving change in 
flow separation for six aileron positions. Pictures are from a 
motion picture of the aileron flutter taken at 16 frames per 
second. 
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Figure 14.- Variation of lift coeffici ent wi th drag coefficient 
at several Mach numbers for the partial-span wing. 80 , OD 
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Figure 15.- Variation of lift coefficient witll angle 
of attock at several Mach numbers for tile 
partial-span wing. 80 ,00 
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Figure 16.- Variation of the lift-coefficient incr~ment with 
oileron angltJ at sevtJra/ Mach numbers for the portio/-
span wing. 
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Figure 16.- Continued. 
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Figure /6.- Continued. 
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Figure /7.- Variation of drag-coefficient increment with 
aileron angle at several Mach numbers for the portia/-
span wing . 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 17.- Concluded. 
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Figure 18.- Voriation of pitching-moment coefficient with 
aile r on angl e at several M ach numbers fo r t he p artial-
span wing. 
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Figure 18. - Continued. 
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Figure 18 - Concluded. 
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Figure 19.- Variation of aileron hinge-moment coefficient 
wIth aileron angle at several Mach numbers for thi; 
partial-span wing. 
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Figure 19. - Concluded. 
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Figure 20.- Variation ofai/eron hinge-moment slope with Mach number at two 
angles of attock for the portio/-span wing . 801 00.. 
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Figure 21.- Angles of attock and Mach numbers at 
which flutter occurred during tests of the 
partial-span wing with fhe aileron free. 
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(a) Upper surface. 
(b) Lover surface. 
Figure 22.- Failure of the inboard end of the aileron on the partial-
span ving. 
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